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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Language is one of the most important things in this life and one of the 

characteristic forms of human behavior. Language is used as means of the 

communication to express our mind and ideas to other people. Because of that, no 

wonder if some people are interested in analyzing problem in the field of language. 

Not only linguist, but also psychologist, sociologist, anthropologist, and so on, 

conduct studies on language. Chomsky and Halle (1968:5). 

In phonology, the researcher has studied language to determine the sounds 

that occur and to establish a set of rules that describe the set of changes that takes 

place in these sounds when they occur in different relationship with the other sounds. 

Phonology is the study of sound and processes affecting the way words are 

pronounced (Radford, 2009:5).Phonology is the study of sound structure in language, 

which is different from the study of sentence (syntax) or word structure 

(morphology), or how languages change over time (historical linguistics) (Odden, 

2011:2). 

Muaffaq (2012:171).Assimilation is the event of changing the sound because 

the influence of sound environment, so that the sound it becomes has a characteristics 

similar to the sound that is influenced. This research the researcher will focus on the 

assimilation of /n/ in English and classical Arabic. The process assimilation /n/ 
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English and classical Arabic almost similar, they are articulated by tongue blade and 

alveolar ridge. But they may be different when they meet other phonemes in isolation 

which could be different in different language. In classical Arabic, especially in 

reciting the holy Al-Quran based on the study of reciting the holy Al-Qur‟an 

(Tajwid), /n/ the most often phonemes getting into assimilation, So it is becomes a 

big problem for Moslem, who learn Al-Qur‟an, it is needed to make a comparison 

between assimilation in English and classical Arabic to know the variations of 

phonological process in both of language. 

Roach with his theory about assimilation (2009:106), assimilation of across 

word boundaries is rather different from the word boundary, without any clear 

assumption about similarities of assimilation across word boundaries and within the 

word or the morpheme. Beside that he also makes a claimed that some English word 

are “fixed” as part of phonological structures of English syllable, it can be said that 

the place of articulation of nasal (include /n/) always determined by the place of 

articulation of other consonant. While Bauer (introduction to linguistic: 2006: 105) 

comes with the theory and some example of assimilation /n/ in English within word 

boundaries which applied in the word with additional of suffix. In this example, the 

theory of assimilation in across word boundaries is similar with the assimilation 

within word boundaries. She also divides types of assimilation based on its degree 

(partial assimilation, total assimilation, and reciprocal assimilation) and these can be 

occured not only across word boundaries but also within word boundaries. it is 
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completed the limited type of assimilation according to Roach that only based on the 

consonant (assimilation of place, manner, and voicing) and generally talks 

assimilation across word boundaries. 

Ibrahim (1989:48) In the Study of Reciting Al-Qur‟an, assimilation of /n/ 

occurs in across word boundaries and within word boundaries (ikhfa), there is also in 

some cases only occur within word boundaries (idgam). Ikhfa and idgam only occur 

when /n/ meets certain consonant. Beside that, the interesting thing in the Study of 

Reciting the Holy Al-Qur‟an, the separation of assimilation of /n/ is based on the 

phonemes which follow it. While the limited vowels in Al-Qur‟an in certain case 

cause the different assimilation as /n/ in English that need to analyze further.  

Arabic is a highly inflected language. Inflections have an essential 

phonological role in the language in general and in the recitation of the Al-Quran 

verses in particular which, in turn, has grammatical and semantic effect. Both 

languages are very important language to learn. In learning English and Arabic 

language have similarities and differences in pronunciation.  However the problems 

faced by the learner of both languages in pronounciation, particularly in Arabic as a 

language of the holy Al-Qur‟an. So that researcher wanted to make a research about 

similarities and differences in pronunciation especially in assimilation. 
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B. Problem of Statement 

Based on the previous background, a problem needs to be answered from 

research. There are research questions formulated by the researcher as follows 

1. How are the assimilation processes of /n/ across-word and within-words 

boundaries in English? 

2. How are the assimilation processes of /n/ across-word and within-words 

boundaries in classical Arabic? 

3.  What are the differences and similarities between the assimilation processes of /n/ 

in English and /n/ Classical Arabic? 

C.   Object of the Research 

Based on the problem statement, so that object of the research as follow:  

1.  To find out the way of assimilation processes of /n/ across-word and within-words 

boundaries in English 

2.  To find out the way of assimilation processes of /n/ across-word and within-words 

boundaries in classical Arabic 

3.  To find out the differences and similarities of assimilation processes in English  

and /n/ Classical Arabic 
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D.   Significance of the Research 

The researcher hopes that this research add more information that is useful 

and knowledge to the researcher herself, the students, societies, and reference for 

those who want to find out more about linguistics especially related to Assimilation. 

E.   Scope of the Research 

Assimilation is a change of one sound into another because of neighbouring 

sound. The researcher focused on the research on phonemic assimilation and the 

phonetic assimilation in English and Classical Arabic. And the researcher focused on 

the data of Al-Qur‟an sound on surah Al-Baqarah 1 until 286 verses while in English 

on CNN-TV and dictionary. The data analyzed using comparative analysis.   
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

  

A.  Previous Finding 

In this research the researcher considers it is important to make further 

analysis about phoneme in isolation, particularly assimilation, it is only focuses on 

how are the assimilation of /n/ across and within word boundaries in English. How 

are the assimilation of /n/ in across and within word boundaries in Classical Arabic. 

What are the differences and similarities between assimilation of /n/ in English and 

assimilation in /n/ in Classical Arabic. This research motivate by the intention to 

know not only the phoneme of English and its similarities and differences with other 

languages. 

Anas (2008) of the thesis “English and Arabic Phonemes” and concluded that 

English and Arabic has some phonemes that are similar but there are some phonemes 

that occur in Arabic but absence in English and vice vera (example /ع/ and /ŋ/ in 

English). Moreover, most of phonemes in both English and Arabic are similar an 

aspect, but different in some aspect from three aspects of phonetic ( example س  and 

r). Place articulation of /n/ in English is in palate alveolar while /n/ in Arabic is 

alveolar. Another conclusion based on his research the researcher needs more energy 

in pronouncing Arabic than in pronouncing English. English articulation is 

characterized by lack of energy. The lips and tongue do not perform such as rapid or 

energetic movements in English as the researcher do in Arabic. These variations also 
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may influence the differences and similarities of assimilation process in both 

languages.  

Salam (1994) also discussed of this subject in this thesis with the title 

“Analysis Fonetik Terhadap Sifat-sifat Fonem dalam Membaca Al-Quran” But this 

not enough without made some comparison with other language in phonological 

process, especially English that has the biggest number of speaker in the word-about 

1800 million speakers. 

All the thesis above analyzed about English phoneme, consonants, and 

vowels, the significance different from the researchers that the researcher analyzed 

the phonological process assimilation about phoneme in isolation and make a 

comparison between English as the international language and Arabic as the familiar 

language among Moslem in the world. The similarity of the thesis above is to analyze 

the pronunciation. 

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. English Assimilation 

The phonologies of world‟s languages are variable, but their similarities are 

greater than their differences. Therefore, many researchers are interested to know 

abiut similarity in the phonetic and phonological universals found in all languages. 

Roach states in his book “English Phonetics and Phonology” that assimilation 

something which varies in extant according to speaking rate and style, it is most 
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likely to be found in rapid, casual speech and less likely in slow and careful speech, 

while in Arabic assimilation especially in the Study of Reading the Holy Qur‟an 

assimilation always applied in every rapid and slow speech. 

Generally speaking, the case that have most often been described are all 

assimilation affecting consonant. For example, when two words are combined, the 

first final consonant can affect the first of the second word. If final consonant changes 

to become like initial consonant, the assimilation is called regressive, if initial 

consonant changes to become like final consonant in some way the assimilation 

called progressive. Consonant changing can be seen from the three main different 

types between consonant are different in place of articulation, different in manner of 

articulation and differences in voicing. 

Meaning that, assimilation can identify as assimilation of place, assimilation 

of manner and assimilation of voicing in consonant. According to Roach (2009:207) 

assimilation of place in English clearly observable in some cases where final 

consonant with alveolar place of articulation (/t/,/d/,/s/,/z/) are followed by an initial 

consonant with a place articulation that is not alveolar. For example the final 

consonant in „that‟ “ðæt” is alveolar [t], in rapid speech [t] will become [p] before 

bilabial consonant as in „that pen‟ “ðæp pen”. before dental consonant /t/ will changes 

to dental plosive, for which the symbol is [t] as in „that thing‟ “ðæt θɪŋ”. Before a 

velar consonant, the /t/ will become [k],‟that case‟ “ðæk keis”, in the similar context 
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/d/ would become [d,b and g] and /n/ would become [m, n, and ŋ].  Assimilation of 

place is only noticeable in this regressive assimilation of alveolar consonant. 

Assimilation of manner is much less noticeable, and is only found in the most 

rapid and casual speech, the tendency is again for regressive assimilation and the 

change in manner is most likely to be toward easier consonant which makes less 

obstruction to the airflow. It is possible to find case where a final plosive becomes a 

fricative and nasal („good night‟ “gʊn nait”, „that side‟ “ðæs saɪd”) but most unlikely 

that a final fricative or nasal would become a plosive.                    

Assimilation of voice is also found but only in limited way. Only regressive 

assimilation of voice is found across word boundaries, and then only one type. When 

the voiced consonant comes first and voiceless comes after it we often found that the 

voiceless consonants have no voicing; this is noticeable case of assimilation. Initial 

and final lenis consonant comes first and voiced consonant usually have little or no 

voicing anyway. When voiceless consonant comes first and voiced consonant after it, 

the content in which in many languages the voiceless would become voiced. Richey 

(2003:29) in his writing focus on assimilation of prefix-in and analyzed base on the 

place of articulation: 

[im] [in] [ŋ]   

i[m]portial i[n]direct i[ŋ]considerate 

i[m]possible i[n]dependent i[ŋ]correct  
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i[m]practical i[n]tolerance i[ŋ]complete 

i[m]mature i[n]sufferable i[ŋ]convenient 

i[m]balance  i[n]sufficient    

 

The researcher may conclude the nasal in the prefix in- has the same place of 

articulation as the following consonant: 

[m] before [p, b, m] 

[n] before [t, d, s] 

[ŋ] before [k, g] 

The different case occurs when vowel follows the prefix –in : 

i[n]advisable 

i[n]animate 

i[n]ordinate 

i[n]eligible 

Based on the data, [in] occurs in the most environments before vowels [t],[d],and 

[s]‟.  

Therefore, the researcher wants to say that underlying form of the prefix is 

/in/. /in/ changes become [im] when meet bilabial consonants, /in/ changes become 

[iŋ] when meet velar consonants, and /in/ changes become [in] when meet elsewhere. 
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2.  Arabic Assimilation 

Assimilation is a kind of ease of articulation in process in which one sound 

influences the pronunciation of another adjacent or nearby sound (Fromky, 

1988:481). In this research of the Classical Arabic the researcher focus on Al-Quran 

so that the assimilation related to Quranic phonological rules called Tajwid. In Al-

Qur‟an there are two types of /n/ namely nun sakin and nun tanwin. Nun sakin is nun 

which has not harokat. Harakat is punctuation in Arabic letters to clarify the 

pronunciation of the letter. /n/ in Qur‟an is divide based on the consonant that follow 

it and simultaneously influence of phonemes to the changing of /n/ sound in Qur‟an. 

There are four rules in pronounce /n/ in Qur‟an when it meets with other phonemes 

(Ibrahim 1989:17)  

a. When /n/ precedes its homorganic liquid sounds /l/ and /r/, it changes completely 

to /l/ or /r/ respectively. For example /min robbikum/  ِر ْر زَر ّرِر ُر ْر  is pronounce as 

[mirrobbikum] (Al-Baqarah: 149), /min ladunka/  is pronounced as  ِر ْر لَردُرنْرلَر 

[milladunka]. In the Qur‟an called Idgham bilagunna. and when the sound /n/ is 

replaced by /m/,/y/,/n/,/w/ for example /min mã razaqakum/ شَر َرلُر     is ْر  ِر ْر  َر  زَر

pronounce as [mimmã rozaqakum],/an yaqúlu/ لُر   Asy-syu‟ara) [aýýaqúlu] أَرنْر يَرقُروْر

:14), /min waliyyin/ لِر ُّي  ِر ْر  َر   [miwwaliyyin] (Al-Baqarah:107) and /min núr/  ِر ْر 

 n + m,y,n,w are colled Idgham bigunna When the sound /n/ meets .[minnúr] ) نُروزٍر 

sound /b/. /min ba‟di/  ِر ْر  َر ْردِر  (Al-Baqarah:230) is [mim ba‟di] /n/ meets /b/ 
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changed into /m/ in pronunciation, but not in the written word. In the Qur‟an its 

colled iqlab. 

b. When /n/ن meets /t/ت,/tha/  ,ق/q/,ف/f/ ,ش/sya/ ,س/s/ ,ش/z/ ,ذ/dha/ ,د/d/ ,ج/ʒ/ , ط

and /k/ك. very light sound from the nose. Its changed [ŋ].for example (/n + 

k/,/minqobal/ the pronounce [miŋ qobal]) (Ali-imran:184), . 

c. The sound /n/  ن meets (/h/ح),(/?/ع),(/g/  it‟s the ( ه / h /),(  خ /x /),( ء /?/),( غ 

pronounce clear. Without assimilation. in Al-Quran called izhar kholqi. 

4. Kinds of Assimilation 

Kinds of assimilation includes the influence toward phoneme, the assimilation 

divide two are phonemic assimilation and phonetic assimilation (Muaffaq, 2012:206) 

. 

a. Phonemic Assimilation 

    Phonetic assimilation is phonemic when the assimilation changes the certain 

phoneme becomes another phoneme. For example /n+b/ “/min+ba‟di/”   ِر ْر  َر ْردِر 

becomes [mb] “[mimba‟di]” ( Al-Baqarah:230). The phoneme /n/ forms the other 

phonemes which is /m/. 

b. Phonetic Assimilation 

    Phonetic assimilation is the assimilation that is does not change phoneme 

status. The assimilation sound change from /n/ to [ŋ]. In assimilation process, /n+k/ 

becomes [ŋk] and /n+q/ becomes [ŋq]. for example, min+qoblika  ِر ْر  َربْرللَر  
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[miŋqoblika] (Al-Baqarah :4). The change of allophone occurs Sound /n/ in two cases 

occur phoneme because phoneme /n/ includes [ŋ] as variant of allophone /n/. 

5. Comparative Analysis 

Comparative is as a one method in study language or literature; estimate 

similarity or dissimilarity of one thing to another in quality; with another quality or 

detailed nature; two thing), observe similarity or relation passages of book. Fowler 

(1964:47) 

Comparative is an objective word, it has to do with comparison or compare; it 

is a kind of the method of studying; e.g. finding out what is similarities and 

differences in two or more branches of knowledge. Pranowo (1995:42). 

In dealing whit linguistics, a comparative analysis is a comparative linguistic 

that may roughly be defined as a sub discipline of linguistic concern with comparison 

of two or more languages or sub system of language of order to the determine both 

differences and similarities between them. 

  All conclusion above, a comparative analysis have two types they are applied 

both comparative analysis and theoretical comparative analysis. These types are 

comparison between two languages in order to find out the differences and 

similarities between them, normally applied comparative analysis is use to predict the 

difficulties faced by someone who learn other language and appear these difficulties 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

This chapter presents and explains research design, source data, instrument of 

the research, procedure of data collection, and technique of data analysis that used in 

this research. 

A. Research Design  

In this study the researcher used descriptive qualitative method, where 

qualitative descriptive method is to analyze the form of descriptive, not a number or 

coefficient of relationship between variables (Aminuddin, 1990:16). In qualitative 

research, the data analysis does not use statistics that requires numerical data ( 

Bogdan and Biklen in Muhammad, 2013:78).Therefore, the data are collected and 

recorded in description, not symbol or numbers. 

By using the qualitative method the researcher presented both of languages to 

analyze them. The researcher also took some references book, dictionary, Al-Qur‟an 

which are related to the study.  

B. Source Data 

1. Primary data 

a. In Al-Quran, the data were taken from who the recite was Imam Sudais in surah 

Al-Baqarah that take from record. The reason why the researcher  took the 
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reciting of Imam Sudais, because he is Imam in Mecca in Saudi Arabia and he is 

fluent in reciting Quran. 

b. In English, was taken on TV national CNN, because it is used the standard 

international language. It is taken from record. 

2. Secondary data 

The data took from oxford dictionary which related to the topic and the data were 

taken on Al-Quran in surah Al-Baqarah 1 until 286 verses.   

C. Instrument of Research 

Note taking is a method assembling data required by using note cards to write 

down the data findings from source of data. In order to find the data easily, the 

researcher made some notes to classify the important units or part of script that 

related to the problems and objectives of the research (Ray in Syarifuddin, 2014:16). 

In this research, the researcher used note taking. The researcher read and find out the 

similarities and differences assimilation /n/ in English and Classical Arabic.    

D. Procedure of Collection Data 

As for data collection, the researcher applied several procedures as follows: 

1. The researcher read some books, dictionary, and Al-Quran in surah Al-Baqarah 

which consist of assimilation /n/ in English and Classical Arabic 

2. The researcher found out the word categorized into assimilation English and 

Classical Arabic. 
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3. The researcher made card and write the data on the card. Blue card for 

assimilation /n/ in Classical Arabic and the green card for assimilation /n/ in 

English. 

E. Technique of Data Analysis  

 This is used technique of data analysis follows: 

1. The researcher wacthed the news on CNN TV and read oxford dictionary to find 

out the assimilation of English.  

2. The researcher  listened MP3 Al-Quran in surah Al-Baqarah.  

3. The researcher presented the English and Classical Arabic example of /n/ /in a 

across word boundaries and within word boundaries when met all phonemes in 

each English and Classical Arabic.  

4. The researcher analyzed the data based on the process how /n/ assimilated, when 

they met with other phonemes in English and Classical Arabic.  

5. The researcher analyzed the similarities and the differences assimilation English 

and Classical Arabic.    
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter consisted of the analysis of the assimilation sound /n/ in English and 

classical Arabic and to find out the similarities and differences. The researcher 

presented the data in the table form.  

A. Findings 

In this part, the researcher presented the data analysis about assimilation of the 

sound /n/ in English and Classical Arabic. The researcher found the data in English 

31 in across and within world boundaries that took from oxford dictionary and news 

CNN-TV. In Arabic the data was taken in Al-Baqarah 1 until 286 verses. The 

researcher found 416 data in surah Al-Baqarah but the researcher only put 31 data. 

1. Data of English Assimilation 

Table 

Phonem

e 

/n/ within word 

boundaries 

/n/ cross word 

boundaries 

Pronunciat

ion 

changing of 

[n] 

1 /n/+/p/ Input Hen party [m] 
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/„ɪnpʊt/ 

[impʊt] 

(D1) 

/hen „pɒ:ti/ 

[hem „pɒ:ti] 

(D2) 

 

Plain party 

/plein „pɒ:ti/ 

[pleim „pɒ:ti]  

(D3) 

D1 =  Datum was taken from dictionary 

D2 =  Datum  was taken from news TV CNN 

D3 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

2 /n/+/b/ 

Rainbow 

/„reinbəʊ/ 

[„reimbəʊ] 

Men boarded (15) 

/„men bↄ:dɪd/ 

[„mem bↄ:dɪd] 

[m] 
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 (D4)  (D5) 

 

Cooperation between 

(7)  

[„kəʊ,ɒpə‟reɪ∫n 

bɪ‟twi:n] 

[„kəʊ,ɒpə‟reɪ∫m 

bɪ‟twi:n] 

 (D6) 

D4 = Datum  was taken from dictionary 

D5 = Datum was taken from news CNN 

D6 = Datum was taken from news CNN 

4 /n/+/g/ 

Things  

[θiŋ] 

 (D7) 

Golden gate  

/‟gəʊlden geɪt/ 

[‟gəʊldeŋ  geɪt] 

[ŋ] 
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Among (4) 

[əmɅŋ]  

(D8) 

 

 (D9) 

 

Action  group 

/‟æk∫n gru:p/ 

[‟æk∫ŋ  gru:p] 

(D10) 

 

D7   =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D8   =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D9   =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D10 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

5 /n/+/f/ 

Influence 

/ɪnfluənns/ 

[ ɪnfluənns ] 

Join football 

/ʤəɪn fʊtbɔ:l/ 

 [ ʤəɪn
f
 fʊtbɔ:l 
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 (D11)  (D12) 

D 11 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D 12 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D 13 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D 14 =  Datum was taken from  news TV CNN 

6 /n/+/k/ 

Ink 

[iŋk] 

 (D13) 

 

Think (31) 

[ θiŋ]  

(D14) 

 

Open court 

/‟əʊpən kↄ:t/ 

[‟əʊpəŋ kↄ:t]  

(D15) 

 

Tin can 

/tɪn kæn/ 

[tɪŋ  kæn ]  

(D16)  

[ŋ] 
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D13  =  Datum was taken from dictionary 

D14  =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D 15 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D 16 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN  

7 /n/+/m/ 

Goverenment (1) 

/„gɅvənmənt/ 

[„gɅvəmmənt] 

(D17) 

 

Manmade (23) 

/menmeɪd/ 

[memmeɪd] 

 (D18) 

Tan makes (13) 

/ten meɪks/ 

[tem meɪks]  

(D19) 

 

Sovereign ministry 

(20) 

/„sɒ‟vrin „mɪnɪstri/ 

[„sɒ‟vrim „mɪnɪstri] 

(D20) 

[m] 

D17 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 
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D18 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D19 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D20 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

8 /n/+/r/ 

Unrul 

/Ʌn‟rəʊl/ 

[ Ʌrəʊl] 

 (D21) 

Population rate  

/pɒpjʊ‟leɪ∫n reɪt/ 

[ pɒpjʊ‟leɪ∫reɪt] 

 (D22) 

 

D21 =  Datum was taken from dictionary 

D22 =  Datum was taken from news  TV CNN 

9 /n/+/v/ 

Investigation 

[in,vestige∫n]  

(D23) 

 

Involve 

Brown versus 

/braʊn „vʒ:səs/ 

[ braʊn
v
 „vʒ:səs] 

(D25) 

[n] leans 

toward [v], 

not fully [n] 
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[in‟voɪv] 

 (D24) 

D23 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D24 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D25 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

10 /n/+/ð/  

Down the (10) 

[daʊn  ðə] 

 (D26) 

[n] leans 

toward [ ð] 

D26 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

 

11 /n/+/θ/ 

Enthusiasm 

[in
θ
‟θju:ziæzəm] 

(D27) 

Ten thousand (25) 

[ten
θ
 „θaʊznd] 

(D28) 

 

[n] leans 

toward [ θ] 

not fully [n] 
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D27 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

D28 =  Datum was taken from news TV CNN 

12 /n/+/∫/ 

Inshore  

/‟ɪnʃɔ:(r)/ 

[‟ɪn
ʃ
ʃɔ:(r)]  

(D29) 

Darken shadow 

/da:rken „ʃædəʊ/ 

[ da:rken
ʃ
 „ʃædəʊ]  

(D30) 

 

D29 =  Datum was taken from dictionary 

D30 =  Datum was taken from dictionary 

13 /n/+/w/ 

 

Unwell 

/Ʌnwel/ 

[Ʌwwel] (D31) 

Thin women  

/ɵɪn ‟wʊmən/ 

[ ɵɪw ‟wʊmən] (D32) 

 

D31 = Datum was taken from dictionary 

D32 = Datum was taken from news TV CNN 
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2. Data Classical Arabic Assimilation 

Table Phoneme 

Within word 

boundary 

Across word boundary 

Pronunciation 

changing of 

[n] 

ن+ش 14  

 (70) ِإنْن  َش اَش  اهَّلل  

/in+sya:+Allah/ 

[iñsyá ãllah] 

(D33) 

 leans / ن /

toward /ش/ 

D33 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 70  

 

ن+ص 15  

   َش َتَش ْن ُص ُص ْننَش 

[latanshurún

] 

 leans / ن / 

toward /ص / 
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(D34) 

 

نَر  سُر ْر   يُر ْر َر

[Yunshoruu

n](D 35) 

D34 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 48 

D35 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 48 

 

ن+ض 16  

    عَشنْن ضَشيَتْنفَشه 

/?and‟aifih/ 

[?andhaifih]  

(D36) 

  

 leans / ن /

toward /ض/ 
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D36= Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 58 

 

ن+ط 17  

  ِإنْن  َشيِّيِإ َش اِإ  

/min+tayyibáti/ 

[minta ýibáti] (D37) 

Sound of / ن / 

leans toward /ط 

/ 

D37 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 58 

 

ن+ظ 18  

   َتَش ْن ُص ُص ْننَش 

[tan
ð
ðrún] 

 (D38) 

 Sound of / ن / 

leans toward / 

ŋ/ before /ظ / 

D38 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 55 
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ن+ف 19  

   َتُص َتْنفَش ْننَش 

[yu
f
fiqún] 

(D39) 

 

   َش َتْنفُص َش ُص ْن 

[a
f
fusakum] 

(D40) 

 [ŋ] 

D39 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 3 

D40 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 9 

 

ن+ق 20  

   ِإنْن  َتَش ْن ِإ ُص ْن  

/min+ qablikum/ 

[miŋ qɅblikum] 

[ŋ] 
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 (D41) 

D41 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 4 

 

ن+ك 21  

   ُص ْن عَشنْن 

[?ŋkum] 

 (D42) 

 (91)  ِإنْن  ُص َتْن ُص 

/In+kuntum/ 

[iŋkuntum] 

 (D43) 

 

 (94) َشَلَش ِإنْن  َش ن

/walákin+ kána/ 

[walakiŋ kána]  

(D44) 

[ŋ] 

D42 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 52 
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D43 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 91 

D44 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 94 

 

ن+ا 22  

   َش َتْن ُص ْن 

[antum]  

(D45) 

 

   ُص َتْن ُص ْن 

[kuntum]  

(D46) 

   ِإنْن َتَشْن ِإهَش 

/min+ tahtihá/ 

[min
t
 tahtihá]  

(D47) 

 

   َش َشنْن  َتَش َش َش 

/faman+tab?/ 

[Faman
t 
tab?]  

(D48) 

Sound / ن / 

leans toward 

 /ت/

D45 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 42 
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D46 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 23 

D47 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 23 

D48 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 38 

ن+ث 23   

سَر ٍر   (25)  ِر ْر  َر َر

/min+θamaratin/ 

[min
θ
 θamaratin]  

(D49) 

Not completely 

 / ن /

D49 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 25 

 

ن+ج 24   

  َش َش ْنَش يَتْن َش  ُص ْن 

/fa+anjainákum/ 

[faañjaina:kum] 

(D50) 

- 
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D51 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 50 

 

ن+د 25  

   َش ْندَش ًد 

[anda:dan] 

(D51) 

 

 

  عِإ ْندِإ 

 [?indi] 

 (D52) 

   ِإنْن دُص ْننِإ 

/min+dúni/ 

[miñ
d
 dúni] 

 (D53) 

 

رِإ ُص ْن     ِإنْن دِإ َش

/min diyárikum/ 

[min
d
 diyárikum] 

 (D54) 

Not completely 

 / ن /

D51 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 22 

D52 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 54 
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D53 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 23 

D54 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 84 

ن+ذ 26  

    َرنْررَر 

[an
ð
ða] 

 (D55) 

 

   ُر ْررِر  

[tan
ð
ði] (D56) 

  

 

 leans / ن /

toward /ذ / 

D55 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 7 

D56 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 7 

ن+ز 27  
   َش َتْن َشلَش 

[an
z
zala] (D57) 

 

 

 leans / ن /

toward/ز/ 
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D57 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 4 

 

ن+س 28  

   َتَش ْن َش ْننَش 

[tansaʊna] 

(D58) 

 Not completely 

 / ن /

D58 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 44  

 

ن+ل 29   

عُص ُص ْنن    َش  ِإنْن َلَش  َششْن

/walakin+lá+ya∫kurún/ 

[walakil lá ya∫kurún] 

(D59) 

   

   َش ِإنْن  هَّللْن 

Isolated /ن / 

pronouncing 

double / ل/ 
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/Fain+lam/ 

[Fail lam] (D60) 

D59 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 11 

D60 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 24 

ن+ر 30   

   ِإنْن رهَّلل ِّيِإ ُص ْن 

/min+rabbikum/ 

[mir rabbikum]  

(D61) 

Isolated /ن / 

pronouncing 

double / ز/ 

D61 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 25   

ن+ي 31   

 (8)  َشنْن  َتَش ُص ْنلُص 

/man+yaqúlu/ 

[may yakúlu]  

(D62) 

Leans toward 

 /ي/
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ضْن ِإ َش  َشنْن يَش   (27) 

/an yaðriba/ 

[ay yaðriba] 

 (D63) 

 

دُص   (30)  َشنْن  َتُصفْن ِإ

/man yufsidu/ 

[may yufsidu] 

 (D64) 

D62 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 8 

D63 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 28 

D64 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 30 
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ن+م 32  

 

 

   ِإهَّللنْن  َش َش َش 

/miman+man?/ 

[mimamman?] 

 (D65) 

 [م]

D65 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 114 

 

ن+  33   

ِّيِإ  َش  ِإنْن     ِإ

/min+waliyyi/ 

[miwalyyi] 

 (D66) 

 leans / ن/

toward / / 

D66 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 23 

ن+  34    َش ْن ِإعُص ْن  
   ِإنْن  َتَشعْندِإ 

/min+b?‟di/ 

 [م]
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[Ambi?ú] 

 (D67) 

 

   َش َتْن َش 

[ambá]  

(D68) 

[mimb?‟di] 

 (D69) 

D67 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 31 

D68 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah - 33 

D69 = Datum was taken from Al-Baqarah – 27 

B. Discussion 

1. English Assimilation 

a. /n/ nasal alveolar meets /p/ plosive bilabial 

From the table 1 above, the assimilation of phoneme /n/ when meet with 

phoneme /p/, phoneme /n/ changes become [m] in across word and within 

word boundaries. For example D1„input‟ [„imput] and D3 „plain party‟[pleim 

„pɒ:ti]. The assimilation /n/ become /m/ accurs because /n/ influenced by point 
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of articulation of /p/. so that the fist it /n/ dental or alveolar becomes bilabial 

/m/.  

 The researcher concluded that /n/ become /m/ if meet phoneme /p/ in 

cross word and within word boundaries or simply /n/        /m/      /p/. the kind 

of this phonemic is assimilation total, because /n/ becomes another phoneme 

namely /m/ nasal bilabial.  

b. /n/ nasal alveolar  meets /b/ nasal bilabial 

Based on the table 2, phoneme /n/ meets /b/. /p/ and /b/ as bilabial plosive so 

that assimilation of /n/ meets /b/ is generally similar with the discussion when 

/n/ meets /p/, assimilated becomes /m/ weather in across and within word 

boundaries. For example “rainbow [„reimbəʊ] (D4) and men boarded [„mem 

bↄ:dɪd] (D5).   Nasal alveolar /n/ changes becomes nasal bilabial /m/ because 

the influence of phoneme /b/ nasal bilabial. The meaning  is changes the place 

articulation without manner articulation. The manner of articulation is still 

nasal but the place articulation changes become bilabial.      

 In summary that /n/ become /m/ if meet phoneme /p/ in cross word and 

within word boundaries or simply /n/     /m/     /b/. The kind of this 

assimilation is assimilation total because /n/ becomes another phoneme 

namely /m/ nasal bilabial.   

c. /n/ nasal alveolar  meets /g/ plosive velar 
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The assimilation of /n/ when meets /g/ plosive velar is similar with the 

assimilation of /n/ when meet /k/, because they are similarity. /n/ assimilated 

becomes nasal velar [ŋ] when meets phoneme /g/ plosive velar. in within and 

across are clear. In example Things [θiŋs] (D9) and golden gate [‟gəʊldeŋ  

geɪt ] (D10).  This changes because the influence of the phoneme /n/ nasal 

alveolar meets another phoneme is /g/ plosive velar. 

 For the summery is /n/        /ŋ/      g. it called total assimilation. 

   

d. /n/ nasal alveolar meets labiodentals fricative /f/ 

When /n/ meets voiceless labiodentals fricative /f/, it becomes labiodentals 

nasal. But there is not exact phoneme in English in labiodentals nasal. The 

articulation of /n/ with /f/ in isolation is rather like pronunciation of [m]. but 

in this phenomenon, the articulation not by upper and lower tip press together 

but the sound produce leans toward made by lips with upper front teeth and 

not fully close together. There is narrowing of air passage. The air is expelled 

by pressure from the lung which escapes a kind of hissing sound is clear in 

within than in across word boundaries, for example the word “infect”[ 

in‟fəct] and “join football” [dʒɔɪn fʊtbɅl]. /n/ get interval to pronounce 

syllable initial /f/ and example D11 /n/ only get interval time in pronounce 

second syllable.            
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In summary that /n/ become / n
f
/ if meet phoneme /f/ in cross word and 

within   word boundaries or simply /n/     / n
f
/       /f/. This kind called 

phonetic assimilation 

e. /n/ meets plosive velar /k/ 

In table 6 the phoneme nasal alveolar /n/ meets plosive velar /k/. /n/ 

assimilated becomes nasal velar [ŋ] when meets phoneme /k/. /n/ clearly 

assimilated become nasal velar [ŋ] in within word boundary. For example 

word “ink [iŋk] (D15) think [θiŋ] (D16)” in across word boundaries, for 

example “open court [‟əʊpəŋ kↄ:t] (D17), nasal alveolar /n/ changes became 

nasal velar [ŋ] because the influence of plosive velar /k/. The meaning is 

changes the place articulation without manner articulation. 

 In summary that nasal alveolar /n/ becomes nasal velar /ŋ/ if meet 

phoneme plosive velar /k/ in cross word and within word boundaries or 

simply /n/     / ŋ /     /k/. The kind of this assimilation is total assimilation total 

because /n/ becomes another phoneme namely /ŋ/ nasal velar.    

f. /n/ meets nasal bilabial /m/ 

Phoneme /n/ meets nasal bilabial /m/. Phoneme /n/ assimilated becomes /m/ 

because followed by phoneme /m/ in across and within word boundaries. 

Because of meet with phoneme /m/ so the nasal alveolar changes with another 

phoneme is nasal bilabial /m/. In example “manmade [memmeid]” (D19) and 

“sovereigen ministry [„sɒ‟vrim „mɪnɪstri] ”(D22).  
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The phoneme changes because another phoneme In summary that 

nasal alveolar /n/ becomes nasal bilabial /m/ if meet phoneme nasal bilabial 

/m/ in cross word and within word boundaries or simply /n/    / m/   /m/. The 

kind of this assimilation is total assimilation.   

g. /n/ meets /r/ 

/r/ is palato alveolar approximant phoneme. When the phoneme /r/ meets 

alveolar nasal /n/, it makes /n/ assimilated follow the way to pronounce [r] and 

articulators do not sufficiently close each other. The assimilation is clearer in 

word boundaries like in “[Ʌreʊl] (D23)”, In this case the pronounce /n/ likes 

/r/. in across word boundaries, there pronounce /n/ although not as complete, 

“[pɒpjʊ‟leɪ∫reɪn] (D24)” tongue approach palate alveolar to produce /n/ closer 

than in word boundaries.  

 In summary that nasal alveolar /n/ becomes palato-alveolar 

approximant /r/ if meet phoneme palato-alveolar approximant /r/ in cross 

word and within word boundaries or simply /n/     / r /     /r/. The kind of this 

assimilation is total assimilation total because /n/ becomes another phoneme 

namely / r/ palato alveolar approximant. 

h. /n/ meets labiodentals nasal /v/ 

Phoneme /n/ meets labiodentals nasal /v/. /n/ becomes labiodentals nasal leans 

to become /n
v
/ but produce by lower lip and front upper teeth and made the air 

passage become narrow and produce hissing sound. Isolated /n/ articulated 

more leans toward /v/ and hissing sound because of the influence still occur 
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clearly and stress-time exactly makes assimilation of /n/ becomes obvious. 

Example “Investigation [in,vestigeʃn] (D25).  

In summary that /n/ become /n
v
/ if meet phoneme /v/ in cross word 

and within    word boundaries or simply /n/    / n
v
/   /f/. This kind called 

phonetic assimilation 

i. /n/ meets fricative dental /ð/ 

Phoneme nasal alveolar /n/ meets fricative dental /ð/.For example word “down 

the [daʊn ðə] (D27)”, the pronouncing change /n/ leans toward dental because 

it follow the place of articulation to the next phoneme and manner articulation 

still nasal. When pronounce /n/ before /ð/ is already in the position of fricative 

dental /ð/.   

In summary that /n/ become /n
ð
 / if meet phoneme / ð / in cross word 

and within word boundaries or simply /n/     / n
v
/     /f/. This kind called 

phonetic assimilation. 

j. /n/ meets fricative dental /θ/ 

Based on the table 11above, assimilation of the phoneme nasal alveolar /n/ 

meets fricative dental /θ/ changes become /n
θ
/ in across word and within word 

boundaries “enthusiasm [in‟θju:æzəm] (D28)” “ten thousand [ten
θ
 θaʊnd] 

(D29).  

In summary that /n/ become /n
θ
/ if meet phoneme /θ/ in cross word and 

within word boundaries or simply /n/     / n
θ
/     /θ/. This kind called phonetic 

assimilation. 
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k. /n/ meets fricative palato-alveolar /∫/ 

Based on the table 12, phoneme nasal alveolar /n/ meets with fricative palate-

alveolar /∫/ Although /n/ and /∫/. Example word “unshaken [Ʌnʃekn]” (D30) 

and “darken shadow [da:kn ʃadaʊ]” (D31). The pronouncing /n/ become /n
∫
/ 

because the influence if /∫/. The phoneme /n/ from this word is not clear to 

pronounce /n/ because influenced by phoneme of fricative palate-alveolar /ʃ/. 

 In summary that /n/ become /n
∫
/ if meet phoneme /∫/ in cross word and 

within word boundaries or simply /n/     / n
∫
/     /∫/. This kind called phonetic 

assimilation.     

l. /n/ meets velar approximant /w/ 

When /n/ meets velar approximant /w/, the pronouncing changing /n/ is leans 

toward velar because it follows the place of articulation to next phoneme, 

while manner articulation is still nasal. Example word “ unwell [Ʌwwel] D1” 

and “grown well [grʊw wel]D2”. The position of tongue when pronounce /n/ 

before /w/ is already in the position of /w/ or velar.     

 In summary that nasal alveolar /n/ becomes velar approximant /w/ if 

meet phoneme velar approximant /w/ in cross word and within word 

boundaries or simply /n/     / w/     /w/. The kind of this assimilation is total 

assimilation total because /n/ becomes another phoneme namely /w/ velar 

approximant.  
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 n → m/____  
p
b
m

     Phoneme /n/ changes become /m/ nasal bilabial  

when meet plosive bilabial sound (b,p) and nasal bilabial sound /m/. 

n → ŋ/____  
k
g
 .  Phoneme /n/ changes become /ŋ/ nasal velar if meet 

phoneme velar plosive (k and g). 

n →  ñ/____  
ʃ
ʤ
ʒ

    Phoneme /n/ changes become /ñ/ nasal if meets 

phoneme fricative palate-alveolar (ʃ,ʒ) and (ʤ) affricative palate alveolar. 

n → semivowel/____semivowel .Phoneme /n/ changes become 

semivowel (r,w,) if meet semivowel. 

  n → nf/f . Phoneme /n/ becomes /n
f
 / secondary sound because /n/ in 

front of phoneme /f/. 

2. Classical Arabic Assimilation 

a. /n/( ن) meets fricative palatal /∫/ (ش) fricative palate-alveolar 

Table 14, phoneme when ن /n/ meets ش /∫/ fricative palatal is articulated by 

/ñ/ called nasal palatal. In tajwid that called ikhfa with applied the nasal feature. 

The phoneme /n/(ن) is influenced by the future of  /∫/ (ش). Example world is on 

the table 14 in D33 “iñsya Allah”. It phoneme like velar nasal but it produce 

by nasal palatal and tongue already to pronounce ش /∫/. Because of the nasal 
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feature get phonemic assimilation that pronouncing ن /n/ not of alveolar ridge, 

together with the raising of the back of tongue toward the soft palate it drops, 

or the lips are slightly rounded, formed by narrowing of the air passage of same 

points. So that completely but leans toward /∫/ (ش).  

   In summary that /n/ (ن) become /ñ/ if meet phoneme /∫/ (ش) in cross word 

and within word boundaries or simply /n/           /ñ/     /∫/(ش). The kind of this 

assimilation is Phonetic assimilation or narrow assimilation. 

b.  /n/ (ن) meets with fricative alveolar /s/(ص) fricative alveolar 

Phoneme /n/(ن) meets with  /s/ (ص) fricative alveolar. Base on the table 15 the 

pronouncing changing of /n/ is leans toward alveolar it follows the place of 

articulation to next phoneme, while manner still nasal and the position of the 

tongue when pronounce /n/ before /s/(ص) is already in position /s/(ص) or 

alveolar.. Example word “ latanshurun” D35. Raising position of the back of 

the tongue towards the soft palate that followed by hissing sound become easier 

to pronounce by applied ikhfa rule that /n/ (ن) pronounce with nasal feature to 

produce  /s/(ص ).   
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  In summary that /n/ (ن) become /n
s
/ if meet phoneme /s/(ص ) in cross 

word and within word boundaries or simply /n/     / n
s
 /       /s/( ص ).  The kind 

of this assimilation is Phonetic assimilation or narrow assimilation. 

c. /n/( ن) meets /d/( ض) alveolar plosive 

From the table 16 above, phoneme alveolar nasal /n/ (ن) meets voiced alveolar 

plosive /d/( ض  ). /n/ (ن) get phonemic assimilation because the influence ض /d/ 

feature. If pronounce /n/ (ن) still in it is place articulation without applied 

ikhfa rule, there will be not hard feature that possessed by /d/ (ض ). To produce 

) /d/ ض ض  ) with it is characteristic, nasal feature at the same time in produce 

/n/ (ن) should be applied and at moment our tongue already in the position to 

pronounce /d/( ض). 

  In summary that /n/ become /n
d
/ if meet phoneme /d/( ض  ) in cross 

word and within word boundaries or simply /n/ (ن)         / n
d
 /      /d/ (ض). The 

kind of this assimilation is Phonetic assimilation or narrow assimilation. 

d.  /n/ (ن) meets /ţ/(ط) plosive alveolar  

nasal alveolar /n/ (ن) meets /ţ/(ط) plosive alveolar based on the table 17. 

Phoneme nasal alveolar /n/ (ن) assimilated become /nf/ because of phoneme /n/ 
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plosive alveolar. Example across word boundaries [min (ط)/meets with  /ţ (ن)
t
 

toyyibàti] D37.  

  In summary that /n/(ن) become /n
t
/ if meet phoneme /ţ/(ط) in cross 

word and within word boundaries or simply /n/(ن)      / nţ
 ţ/.  The kind of/ ط     / 

this assimilation is Phonetic assimilation or narrow assimilation. 

e. /n/(ن) meets  ð/(ظ) fricative dental 

Nasal alveolar meets /ð/ (ظ) fricative dental. In tajwid that called ikhfa rule in 

pronouncing /n/(ن)  before / ð/(ظ) with hide /ð/(ظ) when nasal feature 

occurring.  Example world [tanðurun] D38 in within boundary. /n/(ن) gets  

phonemic assimilation because the influence of next phoneme /ð/(ظ) to make 

it easier and complete to pronounce. 

  In summary that /n/(ن) become /n
t
/ if meet phoneme /ţ/(ظ) in cross 

word and within word boundaries or simply /n/(ن)      / nţ
 ţ/.  The kind of/ ط     / 

this assimilation is Phonetic assimilation or narrow assimilation. 

f. /n/(ن) meets /f/(ف) labiodentals fricative 

Phoneme /n/(ن) meets labiodentals fricative /f/(ف). /n/(ن) assimilated leans 

toward /f/(ف) labiodentals fricative that articulated by lower lips with upper 

front teeth. For example world [yuŋfiqŭn] D39, [aŋfusakum] D40. The sound 
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/n/(ن) assimilated become /n
f
/ and the nasal feature that applied ikhfa rule, that 

give any moment for air to endured in nose. 

In summary that /n/(ن) become /n
t
/ if meet phoneme /f/(ف) in cross 

word and within word boundaries or simply /n/(ن)      / nf
 /         /f/(ف).  The 

kind of this assimilation is Phonetic assimilation or narrow assimilation. 

g. ن /n/ meets /q/(ق ) 

On the table 20, ن /n/ meets /q/ (ق) is one phoneme. ن /n/ meets /q/ (ق) 

assimilated become nasal velar /ŋ/. In tajwid that called ikhfa rule. For 

example [miŋ qɅblikum] D41 in across world boundary.. 

  In summary that /n/(ن) become /ŋ/ if meet phoneme in cross word and 

within word boundaries or simply /n/(ن)    /ŋ/    /q/(ق). The kind of this 

assimilation is Phonetic assimilation or narrow assimilation. 

h. /n/(ن) meets /k/(ك) 

Place and manner of articulation of /k/(ك) is very close with /q/(ق), this 

phoneme is called velar plosive. It articulated by back of the tongue and soft 

palate, formed by completely closing the air passage, then compressing the air 

and suddenly opening the passage, so that the air escapes making an explosive 

sound and. When this phoneme meets alveolar nasal ن/n/, it becomes velar 

nasal /ŋ/. In tajwid called ihkfa rule. 
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  In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes nasal alveolar /ŋ/ if 

meet phoneme velar plosive /k/(ك) in cross word and within word boundaries 

or simply /n/(ن)     / ŋ/      /k/(ك). The kind of this assimilation is phonetic 

assimilation because phoneme /n/(ن) includes /ŋ/ as variant allophone of /n/(ن).  

i. /n/(ن) meets  /t/(ا) alveolar plosive 

Phoneme /n/(ن) meets /t/(ا) alveolar plosive base on the table 22. Alveolar 

nasal by tongue blade and back of alveolar ridge, followed by /t/(ا) alveolar 

plosive, that articulated by tongue tip blade and alveolar ridge.  In this case, 

Phoneme /n/(ن) assimilated become /n
t
/ because in front of  /t/(ا). For example 

within world [antum]D45, [kuntum] D46 and across world boundaries [min
t
 

tahtiha] D47, [faman
t
 tab?] D48 In tajwid is one of ikhfa rule phoneme where 

nasal feature should be applied.  

  In summary that nasal alveolar /n/ becomes /n
t
/ if meet phoneme 

alveolar plosive /t/(ا) in cross word and within word boundaries or simply 

/n/(ن)     / nt
/     /t/. The kind of this assimilation is phonemic assimilation. 

j. /n/(ن) meets  / θ/(ث) dental vricative 
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On table 23, alveolar nasal /n/(ن) by tongue tip blade and back of alveolar 

ridge, followed by /θ/(ث) fricative dental. Example “min+ θamaratin [min
θ
 

θarɒtin] (D50)  in across word boundaries. The pronouncing change /n/ leans 

toward /n
θ
/ because because it follow the place articulation to the next 

phoneme and manner articulation nasal. When  pronounce /n/ before /θ/ is 

already in the position dental vricative. 

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes /n
θ
/ if meet phoneme 

dental fricative /ɵ/(ث) in cross word simply /n/(ن)     / nθ
/     /ɵ/. The kind of 

this assimilation is phonemic assimilation. 

k. Phoneme /n/(ن) meets /ʤ/ (ج).  

Table 24 palato-alveolar affricative /ʤ/(ج) meets alveolar nasal. Nasal feature 

of ikhfa rule made /n/(ن) assimilated leans toward become /ñ/. Example world 

in awithin word boundaries “fa+anjainɒ:kum [ fa+añjainɒ:kum] (D51) .  

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes velar  /ñ/ if meet 

phoneme velar approximant /ʤ /(ج) in cross word and within word boundaries 

or simply /n/(ن)     / ñ/     / ʤ /(ج). The kind of this assimilation is total 

assimilation total because /n/(ن) becomes another phoneme namely /ʤ /(ج) 

velar approximant. 
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l. /n/(ن) meets د /d/ 

In Arabic, /n/(ن) and /d/(د) are homorganic in alveolar, however in manner of 

articulation /d/(د) is plosive and /n/(ن) is nasal. When these both phonemes 

meet as isolated phoneme /n/(ن) still should phoneme as alveolar nasal. But, in 

this case, /d/(د) is one of ikhfa phoneme where nasal feature should be applied. 

Before /n/(ن) already pronounced by tongue blade and alveolar ridge, nasal 

feature occur that indicated by the air through and endured in the nose before 

pronouncing /d /(د) by tongue tip blade and upper front teeth. Therefore, palate 

position is raised and /n/(ن) does not form completely. But because of the 

place articulation both phoneme are same. 

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes /n
d
/ if meet phoneme /d/ 

in cross word and within word boundaries or simply /n/(ن)     / nd
/     /d/. The 

kind of this assimilation is phonemic assimilation. 

m. /n/(ن) meets / ð/(ذ) 

Phoneme /n/(ن) meets /ð/(ذ). Articulated by almost same place of articulation 

with /ð/ (ذ) by tongue tip blade and upper front teeth but it escapes a kind of 

hissing sound in inter dental not an explosive sound. This phoneme is also 

include as one phoneme in ikhfa rule where the nasal feature comes almost 
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simultaneously with the pronouncing of /n/(ن) and followed by the next initial 

phoneme /ð/(ذ). In this case /n/(ن) gets non phonemic assimilation, it already in 

the place articulation of /n/(ن) leans toward /ð/(ذ) when breath endured in the 

nose for a moment. 

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes /n/(ن) if meet phoneme 

fricative dental /ð/(ذ) in cross word and within word boundaries or simply 

 /n/(ن)     / n
ð
 /     / ð /(ذ). The kind of this assimilation is phonemic 

assimilation. 

n. /n/(ن) meets /s/(س) fricative alveolar 

Phoneme /n/(ن) meets /s/(س) fricative alveolar. It phoneme do not followed by 

the vibration clearly. It also include as a phoneme that applied nasal feature 

simultaneously with /n/(ن). In example word [tansaʊna] D58 in within 

boundary. 

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes velar approximant /s/(س) 

if meet phoneme velar approximant /s/(س) in cross word and within word 

boundaries or simply /n/(ن)     /ns
/     /s/(س). The kind of this assimilation is 

total assimilation total because /n/ becomes another phoneme namely /n
s
/. 

o.  /n/(ن) meets /l/(ل)   
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/l/(ل) is called alveolar lateral, /l/(ل) articulated by tip of the tongue and the 

back of tongue towards soft palate, formed which an obstacle is placed in the 

middle of mouth, and breath is free to escape on one or both sides and the 

vocal cords are made to vibrated. /l/(ل) influenced by the rule of idgam 

bigunnah when meet with /n/(ن). /n/(ن) gets full phonemic assimilation become 

/l/(ل). For example across word boundary [walakil là yaʃ?urŭn] D59. 

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes lateral alveolar /l/(ل) if 

meet phoneme lateral alveolar /l/ in cross word and within word boundaries or 

simply /n/(ن)      / l/     /l/(ل). The kind of this assimilation is total assimilation 

total because /n/(ن) becomes another phoneme namely /l/(ل) lateral alveolar. 

p.  /n/(ن) meets /r/(ر) 

/n/(ن) nasal alveolar meets /r/(ر) palate-alveolar approximant. Articulate by 

tongue blade and the back of alveolar ridge /r/(ر). /r/(ر) include in a phoneme 

idgham bilagunnah.  /n/(ن) gets phonemic assimilation when meets /r/(ر), it 

become position of the tongue sould be setting into vibration in slender elastic 

organ before/r/(ر). Therefore /n/(ن) influenced follow /r/(ر)  fully. [mir 

rabbikum] D61. 
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  In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes palato-alveolar /r/(ر) if 

meet phoneme palate alveolar /r/ in cross word and within word boundaries or 

simply /n/(ن)     / r/     /r/. The kind of this assimilation is total assimilation 

total because /n/ becomes another phoneme namely /r/(ر) palato-alveoalar. 

q.   /n/(ن) meets /y/(ي) 

 /y/(ي) is called alatal approximant phoneme. It is articulated by black of the 

tongue and the hard palate, formed by narrowing of the air passage at some 

points, so that when the air expelled by pressure from the lungs, it escapes a 

kind of hissing sound. When it meets alveolar nasal /n/(ن), it becomes palatal 

nasal based on general assimilation formula. But there is no palatal nasal 

phoneme in Arabic. /y/(ي) influence by idgham bigunnah rule when when 

meets with /n/(ن). Nasal feature still occurs simultaneously when pronouncing 

/n/(ن). Although not completely /n/(ن) because of some air endured in the nose 

to indicate nasal feature. /n/(ن) always meet with /y/(ي) .it should pronounce 

clearly and no assimilation occurs, because it can change the meaning of the 

word. 

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes velar approximant /y/(ي) 

if meet phoneme /y/(ي) in cross word and within word boundaries or simply 
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/n/(ن)     / y/(ي)     /y/(ي). The kind of this assimilation is total assimilation total 

because /n/ becomes another phoneme namely /y/ (ي). 

r. /n/(ن) meets    /m/ 

/m/(م) is include as idgham phoneme that only find meets with   /n/(ن). /m/(م)  is 

articulated by two lips and press together, formed with breath escapes trough 

the nose while mouth passage is closed and the vocal cords are made to 

vibrate. It is called voiced bilabial nasal and when it meets with alveolar nasal  

/n/(ن) assimilated becomes bilabial nasal /m/(م). /m/(م) should follow the rule of 

idgham bigunnah that nasal feature of /n/(ن) is fall and assimilated fully 

becomes  /m/(م). [mimamman?] D65 in across word boundaries. 

In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes nasal bilabial /m/(م) if 

meet phoneme nasal bilabial /m/ in cross word and within word boundaries or 

simply /n/(ن)       m/    /m/(م). The kind of this assimilation is total assimilation 

total because /n/(ن) becomes another phoneme namely /m/ nasal bilabial.     

s. /n/(ن) meets  /w/(  ) 

From table 33 above, /n/(ن) meets velar approximant /w/( ). /w/( ) is articulated 

by two lips are little bit opened and make circle form, formed by narrowing of 

air passage at some points. So that, when the air expelled by pressure from the 
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lungs, it escapes a kind of hissing sound. It is called bilabial approximant. 

Example word “min+waliyyi [miwwaliyyi‟] (D68). When /w/( ) meets with 

alveolar nasal /n/(ن), phoneme  /n/(ن) becames bilabial approximant. 

Assimilation of /n/(ن) is phonemic assimilation in this case, it is assimilation 

fully /w/(  ). The influence of nasal feature that make the air endured stop for a 

moment in the nose made the lips do not close and press completely. It also 

because lips are little bit opened when pronouncing /w/( ). /w/( ) include in 

idgham bilagunnah phoneme when meets with /n/(ن). 

  In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes velar approximant /w/( 

 ) if meet phoneme velar approximant /w/( ) in cross word and within word 

boundaries or simply /n/(ن)     / w/(  )        /w/(  ). The kind of this assimilation 

is total assimilation total because /n/ becomes another phoneme namely /w/( ) 

velar approximant. 

t. /n/(ن) meets /b/(  ) 

From the table 33, the assimilation of the phoneme /n/ nasal alveolar when 

meets with plosive bilabial /b/ Example word “anba [amba:]” D67 and “min+ 

b?di [mimb?‟di]” D71. The assimilation /n/ become /m/ accurs because /n/ 

influenced by point of articulation of /b/ ( ).    
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 In summary that nasal alveolar /n/(ن) becomes plosive bilabial /b/( ).if 

meet phoneme nasal bilabial /m/ in cross word and within word boundaries or 

simply /n/(ن)     / m/     /b/( ). The kind of this assimilation is total 

assimilation total because /n/(ن) becomes another phoneme namely /w/ nasal 

bilabial. 

 n(ن)      m/     {b,m,}. Phoneme /n/(ن) changes becomes /m/ nasal 

bilabial  when meet plosive bilabial sound (b,p) and nasal bilabial sound (m). 

 n(ن)       ŋ/    {k,q}. Phoneme /n/ changes becomes /ŋ/ nasal velar if 

meet phoneme velar plosive (k and q). 

n(ن) → nt/____{𝑡 ت , changes becomes /n (ن)/Phoneme /n .{ ط 
t
/ 

secondary sound  when meet plosive alveolar sound (t  ت ,  . ( ط 

 n(ن) → ns/____{𝑠 س , changes becomes /n (ن)/Phoneme /n .{ ص 
s
/ 

secondary sound  when meet fricative alveolar sound 𝑠 س ,  . ص 

  n(ن) → nd/____{𝑑 د }. Phoneme /n/(ن) changes becomes /n
d
/ 

secondary sound  when meet plosive alveolar sound 𝑑 د . 
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3. Analysis of similarities and differences 

a. Phoneme n → m/____  
b
m
p 

      :   n(ن) → m( )/____  
b(ب)

m( )
    

 Assimilation change because of influenced by three environment sound in 

English, while in Arabic influenced by two environment sound. But both of 

them are same because there are still in one environment but only different 

number of phoneme. The phonology process are : 

English  : rainbow [„reimbəʊ] D4 

   men boarded [mem bɔ:dɪd] D5 

   cooperation between [ kəʊ,ɒpə‟reɪʃm bɪ‟twi:n] D6 

   government [gɅvəmment] D7 

   manmade [memmeɪd] D8 

   tan makes [tem meɪks] D9 

   soverign ministry [„sɒ‟vrim‟mɪnɪstri] D10 

   input [imput] D1 

   hen party [hem „pɒ:ti] D2 

Arabic : /anbi?u/ [ambi?u] D69 

   /min+ba?di/ [mim ba?di] D71 

    /miman+mana?a/ [mimam mana?a] D67 

From the data above the phoneme /n/ in English change become /m/ if 

in front phoneme of /b/, /m/, and /p/. while in Arabic found change of nasal /n/ 

become phoneme /m/ if in front of  phoneme /m/ and /b/.  
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b. Phoneme n → ŋ____  
k
g
        : n (ن) → ŋ/____  

𝑘(ك)

𝑞(ق)
  

In English if phoneme /n/ with phoneme /k/ and /g/ the phoneme/n/ changes 

become /ŋ/ because the influence of phoneme /k/ and /g/. in Arabic /n/ 

becomes /ŋ/ if followed by phoneme /k/ and/q/. 

English : things [ɵiŋ] D9 

   golden gate [„gəʊldeŋ geɪt] D10 

   among [əmɅŋ] D11 

    action group [„ækʃŋ gru:p] D12 

   open court [„əʊpəŋ kɔ:t] D17 

   tin can [tiŋ kæn] D18 

Arabic : min+qoblikum [miŋ qɅblikum] D42 

   ?ankum [?aŋkum] D43 

   In+kuntum [iŋ kuntum] D44 

   Wala:kin+ka;na [wala:kiŋ ka:na] D45  

From the data above, nasal /n/ in English become /ŋ/ nasal velar if in 

front of /k/ and /g/ (plosive velar). In Arabic found the changing of /n/ 

becomes /ŋ/ if meets with /k/(ك) and /q/ (ق). English and Arabic Phonemes  

have two sound environment. 
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c. 𝑛 → ñ/____  
ʃ
ʤ
ʒ

      : 𝒏 → ñ/____  
ʃ(ش)

ʤ(ج)
  

In English if phoneme /n/ meets with phoneme /ʃ/,/ʒ/ and /ʤ/ the phoneme /n/ 

changes become /ñ/ because the influence of phoneme  /ʃ/,/ʒ/ and /ʤ/. in Arabic 

/n/ becomes /ñ/ if followed by phoneme /ʃ/ and /ʤ/. 

English : inshore [„ɪñʃɔ:(r)]D29 

 : darken shadow [ da:rkeñ „ʃædəʊ]D30 

Arabic : fa+anʤainàkum [faañʤainàkum]D51 

   in+ʃɒ:+Allah [iñ ʃɒ: Allah] D33 

d. n → semivowel/____ semivowel  : n(ن) → semivowel/____semivowel 

In English if nasal /n/ followed by phoneme /r/,/w/, so the nasal /n/ changes 

become the phoneme that follow it. In Arabic /n/ nasal changes become 

semivowel (/r/(ر),/l/( )/l/,(ر)/and /w/( ) ( if in front of semivowel (/r,(ي)/y,( ل  

  :and /w/( ) (. Like the data follow,(ي)/y,(ل

English : unrul [Ʌr‟rəʊl] D23  

   population rate [ pɒpjʊ‟leɪʃr reɪt] D24 

   unwell [Ʌwwel] D32 

   thin women [ɵɪw „wʊmən] D33 
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Arabic :  min+rabbikum [mir rabbikum] D63 

   Walakin+la:+yaskuru:n [walakil la: yaʃkuru:n] D61 

   Fain+lam [fail lɅm] D62 

   Man+yaqu:lu [may yaqu:lu] D64 

   An+yadhriba [ay yaðriba] D65 

In English and Arabic the assimilation have similarity process is the 

extrication of phoneme /n/ nasal followed by phoneme semivowel. 

e. n → nf/____f  : n(ن) → nf /____f(ف) 

English : influence [ɪn
f 
fluəns] D13

 

   
join football [ʤəɪn fʊtbɔ:l] D14

 

Arabic : yunfiqu:n [yun
f
fiqu:n] D40 

   Anfusakum [Ʌn
f
fusakum] D41 

          The data above explain if phoneme /n/ meets phoneme /f/ in across and 

within word boundaries the phoneme /n/ changes become secondary sound (n
f
). 

In Data of Arabic phoneme /n/ changes become secondary sound (n
f
) if meets 

phoneme f(ف).    

f. 𝑛 → 𝑛ð/____ð 
 
: n(ن) → nð/____ð (ض),  (ظ)

English : down the [daʊn ðə] D27 

Arabic : a?nðɔyifah [a?n
ð
ðɔyifah] D37 

   tanðʊrun [tan
ð
ðʊrun] D39 
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         The data above explain if phoneme /n/ meets phoneme /ð / in across and 

within word boundaries the phoneme /n/ changes become secondary sound (nð). 

In Data of Arabic phoneme /n/ changes become secondary sound (nð) if meet 

phoneme ð (ض),     .(ظ)

g. n → nɵ/____ɵ  : n(ن) → nɵ/ɵ (ث),  (ذ)

English : enthusiasm [in‟ɵju:iæzəm] D28 

   ten thousand [ten
ɵ
ɵaʊnd] D29  

Arabic  : anɵa [Ʌn
ɵ
ɵa] D56 

   tunɵi [tun
ɵ
ɵi] D57 

The data above explain if phoneme /n/ meets phoneme /ɵ/ in across and 

within word boundaries the phoneme /n/ changes become secondary sound (nɵ). 

In Data of Arabic phoneme /n/ changes become secondary sound (nɵ) if meet 

phoneme ɵ (ث),     .(ذ)

h.       Ø         : n → nt/____t (ط),(ا) 

English : Ø 

Arabic : antum [Ʌn
t
tum] D46 

   kuntum [kun
t
tum] D47 

   min+tahtiha [min
t
 tahtiha] D48 

   faman+taba? [faman
t 
taba?] D49 
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On data above there is not assimilation change in phoneme English. While 

in Arabic there is assimilation change phoneme because is affected by phoneme t 

 .(ا),(ط)

i.       Ø         : n → ns/____s  (ص),(س) 

English :  Ø          

Arabic : latansuru:n [latan
s
suru:n] D35 

  yunsɔru:n [yun
s
sɔru:n] D36 

  tansaʊna [tɅn
s
saʊna] D37 

On data above there is not assimilation change in phoneme English. In 

Arabic there is assimilation change phoneme because is affected by phoneme 

/s/ (ص),(س).      

j.       Ø      : n → nd/___d(د)              

English :     Ø          

Arabic : anda:dan [Ʌn
d
dɒ:dan] D52 

   ?indi [?in
d
di] D53 

On data above there is not assimilation change in phoneme English. While 

in Arabic there is assimilation change phoneme because is affected by phoneme 

d(د). 
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The researcher concludes in English and Arabic Assimilation one of them 

were found blank table in across and within word boundaries. In Arabic there are 

21 phonemes assimilated and in English there are 13 phonemes assimilated. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSIONS AND SUGESTIONS 

 In this chapter, the researcher presented out several conclusions and 

suggestions. After analyzing “assimilation sound /n/ in English and Classical Arabic” 

the researcher makes some conclusions and suggestion as follows: 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the analyzing data in the finding chapter, finally the conclusion that can 

by drawn: 

1. There are 32 assimilation processes of /n/ acrros-word and whitin-words 

boundaries in English and 37 assimilation processes of /n/ acrros-word and 

whitin-words boundaries in classical Arabic.  

2.  No assimilation of /n/ in English and Classical Arabic when meets with 

vowels in English and Classical Arabic. 

3. The comparative of assimilation processes in English and Arabic indicate 

there are not assimilation of the phoneme /n/ when meets phonemes /s/, /t/ 

and /d/.  there are assimilation processes of /n/ in acrros-word boundaries of 

English but not found in Classical Arabic and there are assimilation processes 

of /n/ in acrros-word boundaries of Classical Arabic but not found in English. 
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B. Suggestions 

1. There are still more important aspects to analyze further about phoneme of 

English and Arabic, so the researcher hopes this research can give 

contribution to the next researcher who wants to conduct any research about 

assimilation.  

2. The researcher hopes the students study deeply and pay attention about the 

assimilation. 

3. It better to create the explanation of phonological processes to make the 

students easy to understand it and practice it.   
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Appendix 1: Transcript of CNN 

 

Channel   : CNN 

Name of Presenter : Carl Azuz 

Time   : May 23
th 

2016 

Duration  : 10 Minutes 

Headline  : Politics, Economics, War and Education 

 

In this part, the researcher provided the script of video which involves Carl 

Azuz (CA) as the presenter of news, Women (W) as the presenter in Chinese, Le Tan 

(LT) is fisherman as the informant,   Jamie Jacke (JJ) is Teacher of university,  

Lohniesha (L) is student of university as informant, and John (J) as informant student 

of university. 

 

01:24 (CA) welcome to CNN STUDENT NEWS. I am Carl Azuz the southeast 

Asian country of Vietnam is where we start today U.S. President Barak Obama 

arrived there over the weekend. His goal, to improve relation with a government that 

was a U.S. enemy during the Vietnam war. The conflict extended from 1954 to 1975. 

The communist government of north Vietnam and it is allies eventually defeated 

south Vietnam, which was supported by the U.S more than 58.000 us. Troops were 

among the millions overall who died in the Vietnam war. Farmer president Bill 

Chinton reestablished U.S. diplomatic ties with Vietnamin 1995 and president Obama 

is hoping to increase economic and security cooperation between the
 
two countries. 

Reactions to this trip are mixed some veterans groups say it will remind American of 

the war and those who served. Other say the president needs to ask about more than 

1.600 U.S, troops who are still listed as missing from the war. But there is another 

factor in this visit. The U.S, sees Vietnam as a partnes in slowing down the influence 

of china. That country has become increasingly territorial in the south china sea.  

 

01:37 (W) Like his father before, Le Tan makes his living from the sea. He is 

fished these waters for 31years. But lately, his job has become a lot more dangerous. 

  

01:44 (LT) First, they took our fish  and then the essential equipment. If they 

lacked it, they took it, if they didn‟t they throw it away 

  

03:11 (W) Tan describes a day when Chinese man boardied his boat, stole his 

equipment and threaten him and his sons. This happened last year, but he says his 

boat been targeted four of five times over the past decade.Tan says he‟s being  

targeted because he fishes in the paracels, the chain of islands claimed by Vietnam, 

China and Taiwan Vietnamese authorities say hundreds of fishermen from Ly son, a 

small island of the east coast of Vietnam, report being intimidated beaten or robbed 

by men on chinase flagged boats between the paracels yet, despite the danger, the 
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local government says it‟s encouranging men to keep fishing these waters calling 

them “defenders of Vietnamese territory, the Chinese foreign ministry says it has no 

knowledge about vietnames fishermen being beaten or chased away and the paracel 

islands are it is sovereign territory, along with most of the south china sea. Chine is 

building manmade islands, laying down airstrips, deploying surface to air missiles in 

defiance of competing claims by others regional players. And the U.S. has weighed 

into the fight, challenging China by running freedom of navigation operations in the 

region and calling for an end to the militarization of the area.  

03:48 (CA) The north African nation of Egypt, which borders the Mediterranean 

Sea, has sent a submarine to look for the remains of Egypt Air flight 804. It 

disappeared last Thursday on the way from Paris, France, to Cairo, Egypt. There were 

66 people aboard. Searchers have found wreckage in the Mediterranean life vests, 

plain parts, personal belongings. But locating the fuselage with the plane „s flight data 

recorders would help explain exactly what happened.Official don‟t know if the 

problem was mechanical or terrorism related. Either way, the incident adds to a list 

troubls Egypt is facing.The last five years have been rough on Egypt. The hope and 

optimism borne in the uprising to depose President Hosni Mubarak have been 

eclipsed by instability, terrorism, violence and repression. In 2012, Egypt had its first 

ever democratic presidential election, electing the Muslim Brotherhood‟s Mohamed 

Morsy. But after a year, he was ousted by the Egyption military after massive popular 

protests. Then defense Minister Abdul Fatah al-sisi took power and later  won a 

presidential election. Sisi  promised to bring stability and crack down on terrorism, 

but so far, he‟s failed on all fronts.Militans in the Sinai Peninsula had set up an ISIS 

selected there and they claimed responsibility for the bomb that trough down a 

Russian Metrojet airliner in October 2015. This come a month after Egyption security 

forcus killed 12 tourists, wounded 10 others in the country „s western desert after they 

mistaken for terrorists. Tourism is important part of the Egyption economy and has 

taken a nosedive. And with the crash of EgyptAir flight 804, things were probably 

only get worse. On the “Roll call” this year, we are happy to say we have visited 

every continent but Antarctica so far. Beehive International School from the Czech 

Republic is first up today. It is in the nation‟s capital of Prague. Next from  

Gloucester, Massachusetts, we are setting sail with the  fishermen of O‟Maley 

Innovation Middle School. And finally, hello to Waialua High and Intermediate 

School It is in Waialua, Hawaii, the home of the Buildogs. In the school district of 

Cleveland, Mississippi, there are 3,600 students. Sixty-seven percent are black, 29 

percent are white, 4 percent Asian or Hispanic. And the district has been ordered to 

desegregate. why? Well, the U.S. supreme Court‟s Brown versus Board of Education 

ruling in 1954 said that states cannot segregate black and white students in school. A 

federal court says that Cleveland, Mississippi school are currently divided by race. 

The school board proposed two plans to desegregate the schools. The U.S 

government proposed one and the judge ordered Cleveland to implement the 

government‟s plan. But Cleveland might Appeal. It says calling it is districts 
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segregated is misleading and incorrect. The legal fight lingering over the school in 

this tiny Mississippi town is almost as old as these buildings. A federal court ruled 

Cleveland, Mississippi, school are still segregated 62 years after the landmark ruling 

Brown versus Board of Education. The feds argued schools on the east side of town 

are black or virtually all black. On the others side of the town, campuses have been 

historically and disproportionately white. The town‟s two high school are at center of 

the longstanding case. And east  side‟s high school graduation ceremony this week, 

no white students white to be seen. On the west side of town, Cleveland High has a 

fairly even racial split far from the two-thirds black, one-third with makeup of the 

community. The Cleveland School District is now being ordered to merge both its 

middle and high school before the next academic year. It is a move the district 

attorney argues would disrupt proven success. 

 07:28 (JJ) We think that choices that we  have afforded parents over the years 

have created a system where we have students of  both races learning side by side. 

07:58 (CA) You have to take a look back to 1965 to understand how the Cleveland 

school District get to this point. Bolivar Country, the school system that included 

Cleveland was sued at the height of the civil right struggle demanding schools 

desegregate. District officials maintain they have taken steps to make integration 

happen over the years. Just four years ago, they eliminated attendance zones divided 

by worded trains used to run. Open enrollment was implemented, meaning students 

were now free to choose where they wanted to go. 

 8:09 (JJ) The district certainly feels like it has not been sitting back and doing 

nothing. We feel like have definitely made that good faith effort. The fact that we 

have not gotten full-time enrollment in east side does not mean we do not have an 

integrated system. 

 8:13 (L) Talk to the students at the heart of the legal fight and reaction is mixed.  

03:23 (CA) At East side, it‟s more Africanm Americanm it‟s not coucasian. So we 

really do not know the full effect of being mixed with different races, you know, 

getting along with different races. 

 8:23 (J) I think the change would be good for the town, but I do not think the 

tradition between the two schools should go away. 

09:58 (CA) A look across the country reveals this issue is not unique to Mississippi 

or the South. In 2014, the U.S. Department of Education counted ten other states 

where black students are least exposed to whites. Michigan and Nevada shared the 

spotlight with Mississippi as the top three. In fact, a report by the Government 

Accountability Office this week found that 16 percent of the nation‟s school re-
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segregated often by both race and income and in a rate that has almost double over 

the recent 13 year period. If you like chocolate, coffee and waffle cones, this sounds 

like a good idea. But if you try to make this to yourself, chances are one of three 

things happen. One, the coffee pours the waffle cone and spills. Two, the coffee 

dissolves the waffle cone and then spills. Three, the coffee melts the chocolate, then 

dissolves the waffle cone, then spills. The creator of this who says it is the most 

Instagrammed coffee ever reportedly use four chocolate compounds to solve the 

problem. Well, for about 10 minutes anyway. Then it spills which means you can not 

have your coffee in the cone and drink it, too. For those who want chocolate and 

waffle cones, this could coffeed a craving, though coffee connoisseurs might take 

some cone-vincing because without the time they favor to savor the flavor, they 

probably waffle on the whole bean idea. 

I‟m Carl Azuz. CNN STUDENT NEWS is is serving more current events on 

Tuesday.                                      

  

Transcription  

 

01:24 (CA)  ‘welkəm tu cnn „sjuːdnt njː. I em carl Azus ðə saʊθiːst „eɪʃn „kʌntri əv 

vietnam iz  weə(r) wi stɑːt te‟deɪ yʊes „presɪdənt barak obama ə‟raɪv ðeə(r) „əʊvə(r) 

ðə wi:k‟end.hɪz gəʊl, tu ɪm‟pru:v rɪleɪʃn wiθ ə „gʌvənmənt det wəz ə U.S.„enəmi 

„djʊərɪŋ ðə vietnam wɔː(r).ðə „kɒnflɪkt ɪk‟stendɪd frəm 1954 tu 1975.  ðə „kɒmjənɪst 

„gʌvənmənt əv nɔːθ Vietnam ənd ɪt iz „ælaɪs ɪ‟ventʃuəli dɪ‟fi:tɪd   saʊθ Vietnam, wɪtʃ 

wəz səpɔːtɪd baɪ ðə yʊes mɔː(r) ðən 58.000 us. tru:ps wǝ(r) ǝmɅɳ ðə „mIljan 

,ǝʊvǝr‟ǝ:l ho: daId In ðə vietnam wɔː(r). fɑːmer bill ʃlnton rll‟stæbliʃt yʊes. 

dIpla‟mætIk taIs wIθ Vietnam 1995 ǝnd „presɪdənt obama iz həʊpɪɳ tↄ in‟kri:s 

I‟kɒnǝmic ǝnd sI‟kjʊǝrǝti kǝʊ-„ɒpǝreɪtɪon bɪ‟twi:n ðə tu: „kɅntris. ri‟æk∫n tu: ðIs trɪp 

ǝ(r) mɪksɪd sɅm „vetǝrǝns gru:ps sei ðə „presɪdənt ni:ds tu: ɑ:sk ə‟baʊt mɔː(r) ðən 

1.600 U.S, tru:ps hu: ǝ(r) stɪl lɪstɪd ǝs mɪsɪŋ fɔː(r)m ðə wǝ(r). bǝt ðǝ(r) iz ǝ‟nɅðǝ(r) 

fæktər In ðIz „vIzIt. ðə U.S, se:s vɪetnɅn ɒs ə „pɒ:tnəs slǝʊIɳ daʊn ðǝ „Influǝns ǝv 

„ʧaInǝ. ðæt „kɅntri hǝz bi‟kɅm In‟kri:ᶾIɳlI ,terǝ‟tↄ:riǝl In ðǝ saʊө „ʧaInǝ si:  

 

 01:37 (W) LaIk hIz „fa: ðǝ(r) bI‟fↄ: (r), Le Tan  meIkz hIz „lIvIɳ frǝm ðǝ; si:/ /Hi: 

Iz fI∫Id ði:z „wↄ:tǝ(r) fǝ(r) 31 jIǝ(r). Bǝt leItlI, hIz ʤɒb hǝz bi‟kɅm ǝ: lɒt mↄ: (r) 

„deInʤǝrǝs.  

 

01:44 (LT) Fз:st, ðeI tʊk a:r fI∫ ǝnd ðen ðǝ I‟sen∫l I‟kwIpmǝnt. If ðeI  lækId It, ðeI 

tʊk It, If ðeI dId nɒt ðeI өrǝʊ It ǝ‟weI  

 

03:11 (W) Tan dI‟skraIbz ǝ: ,deI wen „ʧaInǝs mæn bↄ:dId hIz bǝƱt, stǝƱl hIz 

I‟kwIpmǝnt ǝnd „өretn hIm ǝnd hIz sɅns. ðIs „hæpǝnId la:st jIǝ(r), bǝt hi: seIz hIz 
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bↄ:t bi:n „ta:gItId fↄ: (r) ǝv faIv taIm „ǝʊvǝ(r) ðǝ pa:st „dekeId./ /Tan seIz hi: Iz „bi:Iɳ 

„ta:gItId bI‟kɒz hi: fI∫ǝz In ðǝparasəl, ðǝ ʧeIn ǝv „aIlǝnds kleImt baI vɪənɑm, „ʧaInǝ 

ǝnd təɪwɅn vɪətnɅmesↄ:‟өɒrǝtiz seI „hɅndrǝds ǝv fI∫ǝ(r)men frǝm Ly sɅn, ǝ: smↄ:l 

„aIlǝnds ǝv ðǝ i:st kǝƱst ǝv Vietnam, ri‟pↄ:t „bi:Iɳ In‟tImIdeItId bi:tn ↄ: (r) rɒbt baI 

mæn ɒn „ʧaInǝs flægId bǝƱts bI‟twi:n ðǝ pərɅsel jet, dI‟spaIt ðǝ „deInʤ(r), ðǝ „lǝƱkl 

„gɅvǝnmǝnt seIz It iz In‟kɅrIʤIɳ mæn tǝ ki:p fI∫Iɳ ðI:z „wↄ:tǝ(r)s „kↄ:lIɳ ðǝm 

“dI‟fendǝ(r)s ǝv Vietnamese „terǝtri, ðǝ „ʧaInǝs „fɒrǝn „mInIstri seIz It hǝz nǝƱ 

„nɒlIʤ ǝ‟baƱt vietnames fI∫ǝ(r)men „bi:Iɳ „bi:tn ↄ: (r) ʧeist ǝ‟weI ǝnd ðǝ 

parɅsəl„aIlǝnds ǝ:(r) It Iz „sɒvrIn „terǝtri, ǝ‟lɒɳ wIө mǝƱst ǝv ðǝ saƱө „ʧaInǝ si:. 

„ʧaInǝ Iz „bIldIɳ mænmæd „aɪlands leɪɳ daʊn eǝ(r)strɪps, dɪ‟plɪɳ „s3:fis tu: eə(r) 

„mɪsaɪlis ɪn dɪ‟faɪəns əv; kəm‟pitɪŋ kleɪms baɪ „ɒtə(r) „ri:dʒənal „pleɪə(r)s. ənd; đə; 

U.S. hə; weɪd „ɪntə: ðǝ faɪt, „tʃælɪndʒɪŋ China baɪ rɅnɪŋ „fri:dəm əv: ,nævɪ‟geɪʃn  

,ɒpə‟reɪʃns ɪn ðǝ „ri:dʒən ənd; kɔ:lɪŋ fə(r) ən end tə; đə „mɪlətriʃn əv: đə „eəriə.  

 

03:48 (CA) ðǝ nɔ:ɵ əfrikɅn „næʃn of əgɪpt, wɪtʃ „bɔ:də(r)s ðǝ „medite(r)anɪ:n sɪ:,  

həz sent ə ,sɅbmə‟ri:n tu: lu:k fə(r) ðǝ rɪ‟meɪns əf əgɪp əɪ(r) flaɪt 804. ɪt dɪsə‟pɪə(r)ɪd 

la:st „ɵɜ:zdeɪ ɒn ðǝ weɪ frəm pə‟rɪs, „frænt, kəɪro, əgɪpt. ðeǝ(r) wə(r) 66 „pi:pl ə‟brɔ:d.  

sɜ:tʃer hɒv faʊnd rekeɪʤ ɪn ðǝ „medite(r)anɪ:n laɪf vəs, pleɪn pa:ts, „pɜ:sənl bɪ‟lɒŋɪŋs. 

bɅt ləʊ‟keɪtɪŋ ðǝ „fju:zəla:ʒ wɪɵ ðǝ pleɪn‟s flaɪt „deɪtə rɪ‟kɔ:də(r)s wəd help ɪk‟spleɪn 

ɪg‟zæktlɪ wɒt həpinɪd. ə‟fɪʃl dənt nəʊ ɪf ðǝ „prɒbləm wɒz mə‟kænɪkɒl ər „terərɪzəm 

rɪ‟leɪtɪd . „aɪðə(r) wəɪ ðǝ „ɪnsɪdənt „æds to: ə lɪst „trɅbls əgɪpt ɪz feɪsɪŋ. la:st  faɪv  

jɪə(r)s həv bɪ:n rɅf ən əgɪpt. ðǝ həʊp ənd „ɒptɪmɪzəm bɔ:(r)n ɪn ðǝ Ʌpraɪzɪŋ to: 

dɪ‟pɔ:ʊz prezɪdent hosnɪ muærɅk həv bɪ:n ɪ‟klɪpsɪd bɒɪ ,ɪnstə‟bɪləti, „terərɪzəm, 

„vaɪələns ənd rɪ‟presɪən. ɪn 2012, əgɪpt həd ɪts fɪrst „evə(r) ,demə‟krætɪk prezɪdəntɪɒl 

ɪləkʃɪon, ɪləktɪŋ ðǝ mɔslɪm „brɅðǝ(r)hʊ:d‟s mɔhmæd mɔrsɪ . bɅt „ɑ:ftə(r) ə jɪə(r), hə 

wəz aʊstɪd bɑɪ ðǝ  „egɪpʃɪon „mɪlətri əfter „mæsɪv „pɒpjələ(r) prə‟tekts. ɵen dɪ‟fens 

mənɪste(r) Ʌbdul fɅtɅh ɒl-sɪsɪ tu:k „paʊə(r) ənd leɪter wɔn ə prezɪdentiɒl ɪləkʃɪon. 

sɪsɪ „prɒmɪsɪd to: brɪŋ stə‟bɪləti ǝnd kræk daƱn ɒn „terǝrIzǝm, bɅt ,sǝƱ fa: (r), hIz 

feIlt ɒn ↄ:l frɅns. „mIlItǝns In ðǝ Sinai Peninsula hǝd set Ʌp ǝn ISIS sI‟lektId ðeǝ(r) 

ǝnd ðeI kleImd rI,sɒnsǝ‟bIlǝti fǝ(r) ðǝ bɅmb ðæt trɒf daƱn ǝ Russian Metrojet 

eǝ(r)‟laInǝ(r) In ɒk‟tǝƱbǝ(r) 2015.ðIs kɅm ǝ mɅnө „a:ftǝ(r) Egyption sI‟kjƱrǝtI 

fɔ:(r)kus kIlt 12 tƱǝrists, waƱndId 10 „Ʌðǝrs In ðǝ „kɅntri‟s „westǝn dI‟zз:t „a:ftǝ(r) 

ðeI mI,steIkn fǝ(r) „terǝrIsts.tƱǝrIzm Iz im‟pↄ:tnt pa:t ǝv ðǝ Egyption I‟kɒnǝmi ǝnd 

hǝz teIkn ǝ nǝƱzdaIv. ǝnd wIð ðǝ kræ∫ ǝv EgyptAir flaIt 804, өIɳs wǝ(r) ,prɒbǝblI 

„ǝƱnli get wз:s. ɒn ðǝ “rǝƱl kↄ:l” ðIs jeǝ(r), wi: ǝ: (r) „hæpi tu: seI wi: hǝv „vIzItId 

„evri „kɒntInǝnt bɅt æn‟ta:ktIk sǝƱ fa: (r). bi:haIv ,Intǝ‟næ∫nǝl sku:l frǝm ðǝ Czech 

rI‟pɅblIk Iz fз:st Ʌp tǝ‟deI. It Iz In ðǝ „neI∫n‟s „kæpItl ǝv præʤu.Nekst frǝm 

Gloucester, Massachusetts, wi: ǝ: (r) „setIɳ seIl wIð ðǝ fI∫ǝ(r)men ǝv O‟Maley 

„InǝveI∫n „mIdl sku:l. ǝnd faInǝlI, hǝ‟lǝƱ tu: Waialua haI ǝnd ,Intǝ‟mi:diǝt sku:l It Iz 

In Waialua, Hawaai, ðǝ hǝƱm ǝv ðǝ Buildogs./ /In ðǝ sku:l „dIstrIkt ǝv Cleveland, 

,misǝ‟sipe, ðeǝ(r) ǝ(r) 3,600 „stju:dns./ /sIksti „sevn pǝ‟sent ǝ(r) blæk, 29 pǝ‟sent ǝ(r) 

waIt, 4 pǝ‟sent Asian ↄ: (r) hɪspənɪk. ǝnd ðǝ „dIstrIkt hǝz bi:n ↄ:dǝ(r)d tu: dI„segrIgeIt. 

waI? Wel, ðǝ U.S su:‟pri:m kↄ:t‟s braƱn „vз:sǝs bↄ:d ǝv „eʤukeI∫n ru:liɳ In 1954 
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seId ðæt steIt kǝn nɒt „segrIgeIt blæk ǝnd waIt „stju:dnts In sku:l. ǝ „fedǝrǝl kↄ:t seIz 

ðæt Cleveland,,misǝ‟sipe sku:l ǝ(r) „kɅrǝnt dI‟vaIdId baI reIs. ðǝ sku:l bↄ:d 

prǝ‟pǝƱzt tu: plæns tu: dI„segrIgeIt ðǝ sku:ls./ /ðǝ ǝ U.S „gɅvǝnmǝnt prǝ‟pǝƱzt wɅn 

ǝnd ðǝ ʤɅʤ „ↄ:dǝ(r)t Cleveland tu: „ImplIment ðǝ „gɅvǝnmǝnt‟s plæn. bǝt 

Cleveland maIt ǝ‟pi:l. It seIz „kↄ:lIɳ It Iz „dIstrIks „segrIgeItId Iz ,mIs‟li:dIɳ ǝnd 

,Inkǝ‟rekt. ðǝ „lI:gl faIt „lIɳgǝ(r)Iɳ „ǝƱvǝ(r) ðǝ sku:l In ðIs „taIni misǝ‟sipe taƱn Iz 

„ↄ:lmǝƱst ǝz ǝƱld ǝz ðI:z „bIldIɳs. ǝ „fedǝrǝl kↄ:t ru:ld Cleveland, misǝ‟sipe, sku:l 

ǝ(r) stIl „segrIgeItId 62 jIǝ(r)s „a:ftǝ(r) ðǝ lændma:k ru:lIɳ braƱn „vз:sǝs bↄ:d ǝv 

,eʤu‟ke∫ǝn. ðǝ fed „a:gju: sku:ls ɒn ðǝ i:st saId ǝv taƱn ǝ(r) blæk ↄ: (r) „vз:ʧuǝli ↄ:l 

blæk. on ði „Ʌðǝ(r)s saId ǝv ðǝ taƱn, „kæmpǝsIs hǝv bi:n hI‟stɒrIklI ǝnd 

dIsprǝ‟pↄ:∫neItlI waIt. ðǝ taƱn‟s tu: haI sku:l ǝ: (r) ǝt center ǝv ðǝ lɒɳstændIɳ keIs. 

Ǝnd i:st saId‟s haI sku:l „græʤuǝ∫n „serǝmǝni ðIz wi:k, nǝƱ waIt „stju:dnts waIt tu: bi 

si:n. on ðǝ west saId ǝv taƱn, Cleveland haI hǝz ǝ „feǝrlI „i:vn „reI∫l splIt fa: (r) frǝm 

ðǝ tu: - өз:d blæk, wɅn- өз:d wIð meIkɅp ǝv ðǝ kǝ‟mju:nǝti. ðǝ Cleveland sku:l 

„dIstrIkt Iz naƱ „bi:Iɳ „ↄ:dǝ(r)d tu: mз:ʤ bǝƱө Its „mIdl ǝnd haI sku:l bI‟fↄ: (r) ðǝ 

nekst ,ækǝ‟demIk jIǝ(r). It Iz ǝ mu:v ðǝ „dIstrIkt ǝ‟tз:ni „a:gju:s wǝd dIs‟rɅpt pru:vn 

sǝk‟ses.  

 

07:28 (JJ) wi: өIɳk ðæt ʧↄIsIs ðæt wi: hǝv ǝ‟fↄ:dId „peǝrǝnts „ǝƱvǝ(r) ðǝ jIǝ(r)s 

hǝv kri‟eItId ǝ „sIstǝm weǝ(r) wi: hǝv „stju:dnts ǝv bǝƱө reIsIs lз:nIɳ saId baI saId. 

 

07:58 (CA)  ju: hǝv tu: teIk ǝ lƱk bæk to 1965 tu: ,Ʌndǝ‟stænd haƱ ðǝ Cleveland 

sku:l „dIstrIkt get tu: ðIs pↄInt. Bolivar „kɅntri, ðǝ sku:l „sɪstəm ðǝ ɪŋklʊd klevɪlɒnd 

wɒz sweɪd ət ðǝ hɒɪt əf „sɪvɪl raɪt „strɅgl dɪ‟mɑn:ndɪŋ sku:ls „desɪgrɪgəɪt. „dɪstrɪkt 

ə‟fɪʃls meɪn‟teɪn ðǝɪ həv təɪkn steps tu: meɪk ɪntɪ‟greɪʃn həppen „əʊvə(r) ðǝ jɪə(r). jɅst 

fɔ:r jɪə(r)s ə‟gəʊ, ðǝɪ  ɪ‟lɪmɪneɪtɪd ə‟tendens zɔnəs dɪvaɪdɪd baɪ wɔ:(r)dɪd trəɪns ju:sɪd 

tu: rɅn. əʊpən ənrʊlmənt wəz ɪ‟mplɪməntɪd, mɪ:nɪŋ „stʃu:dnts wer naʊ fri: tu: tʃu:z 

weə(r) ðǝɪ wɅntɪd tu: gəʊ ðǝ dɪstrɪk „sɜ:tnlɪ fɪ:ls laɪk  not bɪ:n sɪtɪŋ bæk ənd dʊɪŋ 

noɵɪŋ. wi: fɪ:l laɪk həv „defɪnətelɪ məɪd ðæt gu:d feɪɵ „efət. ðǝ fækt ðæt wi: hæv nɒt 

gɒten ful-tɅɪm ɪn‟rəʊlmənt ɪn ɪ:st saɪd dəz nɒt mɪ:n wi: dʊ nɒt hæv ɪntɪgrəɪtɪd 

„sɪstəm. 

 

 08:13 (L) tɔ:k tu: ðǝ „stʃudnts ət ðǝ hɑ:t əf „li:gl faɪt ənd rɪ‟æʃn ɪz mɪxɪd. 

 

 08:18 (CA) səʊ wi: rɪəlɪ dʊ nɒt nəʊ ðǝ ful ɪ‟fekt əf beɪŋ mɪxɪd wɪɵ „dɪfrənt reɪsɪs, 

yu nəʊ, gətɪŋ əlɔŋ wɪɵ „dɪfrənt reɪsɪs. 

 

 08:23 (J) aɪ ɵɪŋ ðǝ tʃeɪnʤ wəd bɪ gu:d fə(r) ðǝ taʊn, bɅt aɪ dʊ nɒt ɵɪŋ ðǝ trə‟dɪʃn 

bɪtwɪ:n ðǝ tu: sku:l ‟ʃəʊld gəʊ ə‟wəɪ.  

 

09:58 (CA) ə lu:k e‟krɒs ðǝ „kɅntrɪ rɪ‟vɪ:ls ðɪs „ɪʃu: ɪz nɒt ju‟nɪ:k tu: mɪsɪsəpɪ ɔr ðə 

saʊɵ. In 2014, ðə U.S dɪ:pɑ:tmənt əf „eʤukeɪʃn „kaʊntɪd ten „Ʌðə(r) „steɪtəs we(r) 

blæk „stʃu‟dnts a(r) lɪ:st ɪk‟spəʊzɪd tu: wɅɪtɪs. mɪʒɪgən ənd nevadɒ seə(r) ðǝ „spətlaɪt 
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wiɵ mɪssəppɪ əs ðǝ tɒp ɵri:. ɪn fæk, ə rɪ‟pɔrt bɒɪ ðǝ gɅvenment rɪ-„segrɪgeɪtɪd „ɒffn 

bɒɪ bɔɵ reɪs ənd ɪncɅm ənd ɪn ə reɪt ðæt hæs „ɔ:lmaʊst dɅbl „əʊvə(r) ðə „rɪ:snt 

ɵɜ:‟ti:n yeɪ(r) „pɪərɪəd. ɪf yu: laɪk „tʃɒklət , cɅfɪ: ənd „wɒfl kɒns, ðɪs saʊnds laɪk ə 

gu:d aɪ‟dɪə, bɅt ɪf yu: traɪ tu: məɪk ðɪs tu: yu:(r)self, tʃɑ:nsɪs a(r) wɅn əf tri: ɵɪŋs 

hɅpæn. wɅn, ðə cɒfɪ: pɔ:(r) ðə „wɒfl kɒn spɪls. teʊ, ðə kɒfɪ dɪsɒlvɪs ðə wɒfl kɒn ənd 

ɵən spɪls. ɵrɪ:, ðə kɒfɪ mɪlts ðə „tʃɒlət , ɵən dɪsɒlvɪs ðə wɒfl kɒn ɵən spɪls. ðə 

krɪ‟estə(r) əf ðə hu: səɪs ɪt ɪz ðə məʊst ɪnstəgrəɪmɪd kɒfɪ æver rɪpɔstɪdlɪ yuz fɔʊ(r) 

tʃɒklət kəm‟paʊnds tu: sɒlv ðə „prɒbləm, wel fɔ(r) əbɅʊt ten mɪnutɪs ənɪweɪ. ɵən ɪt 

spɪls wɪtʃ  mɪ:ns yu: cən nɔt hæv yu:(r) kɒfɪ ɪn ðə kɒn ənd drɪŋ ɪt, tu:, fɔ(r) ɵʊs hu: 

wɒnt „tʃɒklət ənd „wɒfl kɒns, ɵɪs kəd „kɒfɪ  ə kra‟vævɪŋ ɵɔ:t kɒfɪ cɔnəɪsəurs meɪk teɪk 

sɒm kɒn-vɪncɪŋ bɪcəʊs wɪɵɒʊt ðə tɒɪm ðəɪ „feɪvə(r) tu: „seɪvə(r) ðə fleɪvə(r), ðəɪ 

prə‟beɪblɪ „wɒfl on ðə fləɪfɔ(r), ðəɪ prɒblɪ wɒfl on ðə wɔl bɪ:n aɪ:dɪə. 

ɪ am ca(r) əɪsuz sɪ en en stʃudnt ʒus iz sevɪŋ mɔ(r) kurən ivənt on tʃusdəɪ. 
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Appendix 2: Script of Surah Al-Baqarah  

In this part, the researcher retrieve surah Al-Baqarah 1-286 verses, reciter by 

Imam Sudais .   

Al-Baqarah 3- 6 

                                       

                                      

                                    

Al-Baqarah 8-9 

                                 

                 

 Al-Baqarah 12-13 
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Al-Baqarah 21-28 

                                   

                                   

                                      

                                    

                                  

                                     

                              

                                

                                

                                   

                                

                          

Al-Baqarah 30-39 
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Al-Baqarah 41- 42 

                                     

                            

Al-Baqarah 44 

                                

Al-Baqarah 48-52    
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Al-Baqarah 54-57 

                                 

                                    

                                    

                                     

                                     

Al-Baqarah 59  

                                    

        

65 Al-Baqarah   
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Appendix 2 : Transcript of Al-Qur’an 

Al-Qura’n   : Al - Baqarah (2: 286 Verses) 

Reciter   : Syekh Abdurrahman As-Sudais 

Duration on Mp3 : 2:05:04  

  

 In this part, the researcher only took Surah Al-Baqarah which related with 

Assimilation in sentences. 

Al-Baqarah (2: 3-6) 

                                        

                                      

                                      

Al-Baqarah (2: 8-9) 

                                        

                  

Al-Baqarah (2: 12-13) 
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Al-Baqarah (2: 21-28) 

                                      

                                   

                                      

                                    

                                  

                                     

                              

                                

                                

                                   

                                

                           

Al-Baqarah (2: 30:33) 
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Al-Baqarah (2: 35) 
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